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ABSTRAcT

Results of hydrothermal experiments at 900.C,
P - I kbar 1108 Pa) and dry experiments at 1000",
P ( I bar (1S Pa) on synthetic pyroxenes in the
system CaSiO.-MgSiOs-FeSiO3 bracket equilibrium
compositions of pyroxenes, pyroxenoids and fayalite
f silica. Five tielines for coexisting augite a or-
thopyroxene at 900'C were determined; the locus
of the compositions of the augite in equilibrium
with orthopyroxene, A(O), is XsoA(o) - 42,5 (!
1.5)-4.083 X""oto) (X*o : CaSiOa, mol. Vo; Xs. :
l00Fe/(Fe*Mg), atomic); the composition of or-
thopyroxenes O(A) is X*oo(o) - 2.3 | 0.03 X;rnr
(:r: 1.5). Both equations are valid for the range
8 ( Xr" { 60. The A(O) solvus separates com-
positions of igneous (mafic) origin from those of
crustal metamorphic origin. These results are not
compatible with the geothermometers of Wood &
Banno or of Wells. Pigeonite is present at these
temperatures, but it has only a small range of com-
positions. The iron-rich corner of the subsolidus dia-
gram shows the field of augite { olivine { silica.

Keywords: orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, phase
equilibria. geothermometry, ferrobustamite.

Sorvrvrernr

Les r6sultats d'exp6riences hydrothermales (900'C.
P - I kbar - 108 Pa) et e sec (1000"C, P < I
bar - lf Pa) sur pyroxdnes synth6tiques du sys-
tlme CaSiOs-MgSiOr-FeSiOs permettent de pr6ciser
les conditions d'6quilibre de pyroxdnes, de pyrox6-
noides et de fayalite * silice. On a d6termin6 la
composition des phases dans cinq paires augite-
orthopyroxdne (A - O) en coexistence e 900'C.
La composition de I'augite en 6quilibre avec I'or-
thopyroxEne [A(O)] satisfait la relation X*oeror -
425 (! 1.5) - 0.083 Xr.otn) (X*o est la propor-
tion de CaSiO, en Eo molairei Xr" = 100 Fe,u(Fe
* Mg) en Vo atomique); celle de I'orthopyroxine
en 6quilibre avec l'augite tO(A)l ob6it i la relation
Xruooto) - 2.3 + 0.03 X."o<ar (-f 1.5). Les deux
expressions sont valides dans I'intervalle 8 ( &"
( 60. Le solvus A(O) s6pare les pyroxdnes d'ori-
gine ign6e (roches mafiques) de ceux qui ont subi
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un m6tamorphisme dans Ia cro0te. Ces r6sultats ne
concordent ni avec le gdothermomEtre de Wood &
Banno, ni avec celui de Wells. [,a pigeonite n'est
pr6sente d ces temp€ratures que dans un domaine
6troit de composition. L'assemblage augite + olivine
+ SiO, apparait dans le coin riche en fer du dia-
gramme subsolidus.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: orthopyroxdne, clinopyroxbne. 6quilibre
de phases, g6othermom6trie, ferrobustamite.

Drnlul.rtoNs eNu AnnnevIATIoNs

A: Augite (Ca-rich Cpx; Cpx = clinopyroxene)
O: Orthopyroxene
P: Pigeonite (Ca-poor Cpx)
F: Olivine + SiO, (approximately equimolar)
B: Ferrobustamite
A(Z) : Augite saturated with phase Z; likewise

for other phases. The locus of A(Z) com-
positions defines the augite solvus. Likewise,
O(Z) defines the orthopyroxene solvus. We
use "solvus" to mean "limit of solubility in
a solid phase", not as a synonym for "mis-
cibility'gap".

Di, Hd: the components CaMgSirOu, CaFeSirOu.
Wo, En, Fs: the components CaSiOs, MgSiOr,

FeSiOg.
Xrro", Xtn", Xr"z: mole percentage of those com-

ponents in phase Z.
Xn"'i 100 Fe/(Fe * Mg) in phase Z; bulk

ratio if superscript is omitted (different from
X,,.2 unless Xw.' - 0).

INtnooucttoN

This paper presents the results of the determi-
nation of the compositions of pyroxenes, faya-
lites add pyroxenoids that were synthesized and
reacted to bracket equilibria. Five brackets on
augite + orthopyroxene compositions define
the A(O) and O(A) solvi at 9O0"C (P=1
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kbar). Two brackets on augite a pigeonite
were determined for 1000'C (P < 1 atm), and
one was determined for 90OoC. Complete
brackets on one assemblage of augite f fayalite
(a silica) and partial brackets for another were
obtained for 1000"C. One partial bracket was
obtained for augite * ferrobustamite at 1OO0'C.
These data are plotted on isothermal sections,
which show subsolidus relations at 900" (l kbar)
and 1000"C (l atm). These temperatures are
greater than those of granulite-facies metamor-
phism, but lower than those of mafic igneous
crystallization; thus they may be useful in the
interpretation of these processes and in the dis-
tinct:on between them.

Knowledge of the approximate locations of
the pyroxene solvi has accumulated over the
years from the chemical analyses of those py-
roxenes that are found coexisting in natnre. The
best examples are from cumulus igneous rocks
(e.g., Skaergaard: Brown & Vincent 1963) and
from metamorphic rocks in the granulite facies
(e.g., Philpotts 1966, Davidson 1968) and in
the pyroxene-hornfels facies (e.9., Simmons el
crl. 1974, Bonnichsen 1969). These data have
been used to formulate T-X cross-sections of
two-pyroxene solvus relationships (Hess 1941,
Bonnichsen 1969) using temperature values
taken from a knowledge of associated genetic
processes.

Experimental calibration of the P-T-X varia-
bles of these solvi started with the work of
Bowen et al. (1933), Bowen & Schairer (1935)
and Atlas (1952) on three boundaries of the
pyroxene quadrilateral (Hd-Fs, Fs-En and En-
Di, respectively). After the refinement of the
En-Di binary join by Boyd & Schairer (1964)
and determination of the effect of pressure
on the phase relationships (Davis & Boyd 1966),
it was used as a geothermometer (Boyd 1973)
for Mg-rich pyroxenes and also, by calculation
(Wood & Banno 1973, Wells 1917), for iron-
bearing pyroxenes. There are experimental de-
terminations of solvi for compositions on the
Hd-Fs join (at 20 kbar: Lindsley & Munoz
1969) and the iron-rich join Xo" = 85 (at 15
kbar: Smith 1972). The augite-hypersthene
solvi have been determined for compositions
across the pyroxene quadrilateral for T :
8l0oc, P = 15 kbar by Lindsley et al. (1974),
and for T : 1200"C at 15 and 30 kbar bY
Mori (1978). At lower pressures, 2 to 4 kbar,
the solvi were investigated for temperatures of
700 to 800"C and bulk compositions Qn the
join Xr" - 75 by Simmons et a/. (1974). Ross
& Huebner (1979) gave polythermal data
for coexisting augite-pigeonite-orthopyroxene.
Many other experiments have been made on

Ca-Mg-Fe pyroxenes with other added com-
ponents, such as ALOa. Results of these experi-
ments, mainly at high pressures and mostly of
the synthesis type, are not directly comparable
with the results of our studY.

ExPrntvrNtet

The method of Lindsley et al. (1974), which
brackets equilibrium compositions of Ca, Mg
and Fe by exchange or exsolution reactions,
was used.

Starting materials

The reactants were synthetic Ca-Mg-Fe
pyroxenes, made by the methods of Turnock
et al. (1973). These crystalline powders had a
grain size of 5 to 50 pcm; the larger grains were
iggregates of crystals'or, rarely, single crystals.
Thi process included several cycles of heating
and grinding. The margins of the crystals w.ere
cleavage faces at the edges, caused by grinding'
or anliedral growth boundaries against another
crystal. The homogeneity of these grains. was
teited by the electron-microprobe analysis of
20 grains in each of 3 clinopyroxene prepara-
tioni; the scatter of points indicates that there
is a variation in composition of approximately
5Vo in the range of values for the components
En, Fs and Wo. This inhomogeneity reflects
zoning of unknown geometry but on the scale
of thJ probe-beam spot size (1 p,m). Chemical
impurities are those of the reagent-grade chem-
icals (principally Na, < 0.03 wt. 7o); also'
Al:Oc was added to some samples from an
Al:Or mortar during grinding. The maximum
amount of AlrOr, I wt. Vo, was' found in an
iron-rich preparation (Xo" = 60, Xwo - 10)
that had been ground 20 times. Other samples
with Xr" < 60 required considerably less grind-

ing; none has more than 0.3 wt. 7o AlzOl All
samples with Xo. > 60 were ground in an agate
mortar and thus gained no AlrOr.

The compositions of the reactants for each
experiment are listed in Table 1. For expri-
ments at 900'C, water was an additional com-
ponent; 3 mg HrO was added to 25 mg pyrox€ne
and sealed in a capsule of Ag-Pd alloy. The
presence of HrO appeared to catalp the re-
actions; it did not lead to the formation of
hydrates. For experiments at 10O0oC, pyroxene
powders were tamped into iron capsules, an
iron lid was crimped on, and these were placed
inside a silica-glass capsule that was then sealed
under vacuum.

Seeding was necessary to nucleate orthopy-
roxene in order to start its recrystallization from
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TABLE I. IIST OF EXPERIMENTS
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!lii- rr* _I*d,:r_
ba6 h6. Prcbe xRD

Ctucl -
t{o. Reactants ble T'oC

!ffi- ,i* proau"t"
baF h6. Prcbe xRDNo. Reactlnts

Crucl-  ^
ble T.-c

lo0Fe/(Fe+@) " l0' \o 
- 30

I fi6e6-d---------lEE
9 A(0,46)+0(20,0) AsPd 900
r0 A(20,s0)+0(3,0) AqPd 9t0

IOOFe/(Fe+t{s) " 20, 4ro " 30
r I+seeFT----EFAJo-o

l00Fe/(Fe+il9) ' 20' ruo " 25
14 Ff0;5-dt+0fi0;0f--TEFi[-Eo
15 A(20,50)+0(20,0) AgPd 900
I A(20,50)+0(m,0) Fe l00o
2 A(0'50)i0(30,0) Fe 1000

100Fe/(Fa+il9) " 20, xllo " 20
s28 F-------------- 1000

l00Fe,/(Fe*lt) " 30, ho " 30
10 F-------------- ff00
l1 A(3(),50)+P(30,5) F€ 1000
12 A(0,50)+P(50,4) Fe 1000
13 A(30,50)+0(30,0) Fe 1000
27 A(30'50)+0(30,5) AsPd 900
28 A(0'50)+P(50'4) AgPd 900
29 A€eeds 0 AgPd 9m

l00Fe/(Fe+l'19) " 40' Xflo' 25
7tr(3il40-Fo-f5o-,0-J-Atp:t--30-o
8 A(50,40)+0(30,0) AsPd 9oo
9 A€eeds 0 AgPd 900

1000 528 Fls. le A(- '42-47)+0
1000 528 Flg. l f  A(-,40-46)+0
<1 5520 A(-,48)+0+F
<1 5s20 A(-,47)+0+F

1000 528 Fig. la A(9'42){0
1000 528 F{s. Ib A(s'43)+0
1 @ 0  5 2 8  F l g . l c  A ( 1 0 , 4 1 ) + 0

1000 528 Fig. ld A(18'37-40)+0

l00re/(Fetfis) " 60, Il,o " 25

I-Te-mo
A(60,40)+P(60,10) Fe l00o
A(30,40)+P(75,10)+0Fe 1000

looF6/(Fedg) " 60' 4ro " 20

F-.---------Te fooo
A(60,40)+0(60,0) Fe 1000
A(30,40)+0(75,s) Fe 1000

IOOFe/(Fe+l4q) . 75, \o " a0

f----Fe 
-fo-oo

lo0Fe/(Fe+l'ls) . 75, \o " 3s

I--'------Fe.----T0.00

100Fe/(Fe+i lg) "  75, \o '  30

f=-Fe-fooo

l00Fe/(Fe+l'19) " 75, xuo " 25

A0-5;45T+T475:TttI+i-E-l6oo
A' Fe 1000
A(60,40)+P(85,10) Fe 1000
A(75,50)+O(7s,0) Fe 1000
Ai85,25)+P(60,2s) Fe looo
Airoo,40)+P(60, lo) Fe looo
A(50,40)+F+S Fe 1000

t00Fe/(Ferllg) " 85, Xto " 50

F----'-__-Te-1000

lO0Fe/(Fe*[9) " 85, XIo " 35

I--F-rdoo

A(-,33)+P(-,r5)+F
A(-,37)+P(-, l  1 )+F
A( - ,37)+P(-,1 4)+F

P ( - , r 4 ) + A ( - , 3 2 - 3 5 ) + F
P ( - ' t s ; * 4 1 - ' 3 e 1
P( - ,  l2)+A( - ,3s)+F

A(-,39)

A( -,37) +r+S

A( - ,32)+S

<l 5520 Fis,2d
<l 5520 Fis.2d
<l 5520 Flg.ze

<l 5520 Flg,zb
<l 5520 Fig.2f
<1 s520 Fi9.2f

<t 5520
<l 5520
<l 5520

<r 5520

'n < l 5520

<1 5520

<1 5520
<l 5520
1000 528
1000 528
]@0 528

1000 840
1000 840'1000 

966

<l 5520
<1 5520
<l 5520
1000 966
I 000 966

<1 5520
1000 840

6
7
I

l 4

A(-,32)+P(-,12)+F

A(30,33)
A(-,37-43)+P(-,- t3)+F
A(-,39-43)+P(-,-15)+F
A(-,37-45)+P(-,- t5)+F

F i g . l g  A ( 2 s , 4 3 ) + 0
F i g . l h  A ( - , - 4 1 ) + 0
Fiq. l  l  A(-,37)+0

Fis.1J A(-,-35)+0
Fls.1k A(-,-37)+0
Fig. l  i  A(-,30-40)+0+P

F l s . 2 a  A ( - , 3 1  ) + S
F i q . 2 a  A ( - , 3 5 - 4 4 ) + P ( - , 1 5 ) + s
F l g . 2 b  A ( - , 3 7 ) + P ( - , 1 3 ) + S
Fiq. lE A(-,34-3€)+P
F t s . 1 n  A ( - , 3 5 - 3 9 ) + P ( - ' 7 - 1  1 )

88
89
90
9 l
92

94

l00Fe,/(Fo{,lq) . 50, Xuo . 30

------------re-fooo
A(50,50)+P(50,4) Fe 1000
A(30,50)+P(60,10) Fe 1000
A*eeds 0 AgPd 900
A(50,50)+p(50,4) AsPd 900

io0Fe/(Fe$b) "  50'  xxo'  25

5 I['0,-50F0-[6-qO---Te lo-oo
7 A(30,50)+0(60,0) AsPd 900

A(-,39-42){P(-,12)
A(45,39-42){0

clinopyroxene, especially in the dry experiments
at 1000"C. Synthetic orthopyroxene, or mech-
anical mixtures of synthetic orthopyroxene +
clinopyroxene with appropriate bulk composi-
tion, was added to orthopyroxene-free reactants
in amounts of I to 2Vo. This seeding compli-
cated the interpretation of results, as discussed
below.

Experimentul conditions

Experiments at 9O0oC were performed in
hydrothermal apparatus with T t 5o, P - 1000
-+ 20 bars (1 bar = 106 Pa), with l(O)z con-
trolled near the iron-wiistite equilibrium values
by the graphite-methane buffer (Huebner
197  r ) .

Experiments at 1'000 -f 5"C were of the
dry-heating type, in evacuated silica-glass cap-
sules with P < I bar. The internal iron con-
tainers had a metallic lustre at the start of the
experiment and a dark tarnish at the end of
the experiment; therefore, they appeared to have
controlled l(O)r at the iron-wiistite buffer.

For hydrothermal experiments, cooling was
done by an air-blowing quench, which lowered
the temperature to le$s than 300"C in 3-5 min-
utes. The evacuated silica-glass tubes were
quenched in cold water; the Fe capsules were
cooled below red heat in several seconds.

Anulysis ol prodtrcts

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron-mi-
croprobe analysis were usgd to characterize the
crystalline phases in the run products' X-ray-
diffraction traces were recorded over the range
20 to 50' 2d, using Cu Ka radiation. The (22O),
(22T) (310) ,  (3 lT) ,  (221)  and (311)  ref lec-
tions were used to derive Ca contents of the
clinopyroxenes utilizing the relationships of
Turnock et al. (1973). The error in the deter-
mination is estimated at ! 3Vo Wo for patterns
with sharp peaks; however, most of the patterns
had irregular peaks (scatter of composition)
and therefore larger errors. A few sharp Patterns
also yield values of Xu" from measurements of
the (150) reflection; estimated error is t 4.
Results are listed in Table I '

Electron-microprobe analysis was done on
grain mounts, using the methods and standards
of LinOsley & Dixon (1976). The Fe standard
was Rockport fayalite. FelMg ratios were
monitored by means of a synthetic orthopy-
roxene. Grains were broken from the lump
product in a mortar and pestle, giving grains
bt + to 25 p.m; however, most of the larger
grains are aggregates of crystals whose maximum
lengths rarely exceed 10 pm. We did not dis-
cover the contamination of sorne of our startlng

F1g.2c
F i  9 . l  o

A" auql@. u E ortroPJroxetre. r
S " s i i tca. CmPosit lons in brack
A(60,4O) rees: 60.100Fe/(Fe+Mg)'

F t q . Z q  A ( - , 3 3 ) + S + F
Ft; .20 A(-.32)+S+F
F r g . 2 h  A ( - , 3 3 ) + s + F
F i q . 2 h  A ( - , 3 5 ) + S + F
F i ; , 2 t  A ( - , 3 2 - 3 9 ) + s + F
Fiq.2J A(-,34)+s+F
F i q . 2 J  A ( - , 3 5 ) + s + F

Flg.2i  A+B

Fl9.2k A(-,41 )+s

n l t e .  B .  i e t r o { s f f i l E .  r  = o r r Y r !

r  l e t b r  d l c h  d e s i g n a h s  p h a s e ' - e . 9 .

ml  t .  -  rems ana lYs is  no t  Poss lD le '
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Ftc. l. Electron-microprobe analytical points plotted in the pyroxene quadrilateral of the system En-Fs-
Wo (MgSiOgFeSiO"-CaSiOs, mol. Vo). Each set of experiments is labeled by bulk composition (given
as Xpu = 100 Fe/(FefMC). W - X*.o = CaSiOr mol. Vo). a sequence-number and the temp€rature
(900'C). Circles, triangles and squares - probe analysis. Solid symbols: compositions of reactant.
Point bc: bulk composition of reactants.

materials with AlzOa until the analysis of run
products was completed. Accordingly, our anal-
yses were restricted to CaO, MgO, FeO and
SiOr. Analyses were accepted if they ( 1) had
sums between 96 and 102 wt. Vo and (2) showed
between 3.98 and 4.02 cations per six oxygens.
The results are shown in Figures 7 and 2.

IurnnpnrrettoN

The probe-analysis points, with the aid of

the XRD determinations, are interpreted in
terms of reaction paths, zoned or lamellar crys-
tals and the fact that the excitation volume of
the beam may overlap crystal boundaries and
give a composite analysis. The reaction path
can be discerned in the scatter of points in
most of the diagrams of Figures 1 and 2. One
exception is shown in Figure lm, which does
not show a path nor a concentration of points
at the exsolution compositions given by XRD.
More difficult than interpreting the path of
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-20

.ao, 
t14

\o""

reaction is recognizing the maximum amount
of reaction, which is obscured by grain-over-
lapped points. We give onr best estimates as
arrows in Figure 3.

Figure la shows the probe-data points for
exsolution from composition X." : 10, Xwo :
30. Most of the composition points lie along a
tieline between compositions of minimum and
maximum exsolution reaction. The intermediate

5O, l l.3O,'

'ffi
o o

q P oo
g, /  x ' co 'w '20"7 .

"tf,")
\ .b'

o o :
o

.;di
Frc. 1. Electron-microprobe analytical points of products of experiments at 900'C (continued).

points along this tieline are interpreted to be
the result of the electron beam encompassing
several exsolution lamellae within a crys-
tal, or the beam overlapping a boundary and
including parts of two crystals. Those points
that do not lie on this line, or that form an
unexpected extension of it, are marked by sym-
bols of a smaller size; these points are inter-
preted as zoned overgrowths on the seeds
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Flc. 2. Electron-microprobe analytical points of
Figure l.

(orthopyroxene Xe.o = 3, Xwoo = 0, plus clino-
pyroxene Xu,o : 20, Xnf = 50). The calcium
content of the product clinopyroxene, as deter-
mined by the XRD method, is Xwo = 42 (Table
1), and the relative sharpness of the peaks in
the XRD pattern indicates that the clinopyroxene
crystals are predominantly of this composition.
Therefore, the intermediate compositions indi-
cated by the probe points result mainly from
overlap of grain boundaries within the excita-
tion volume of the beam. A similar interpreta-
tion is given to probe points intermediate be-
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products of experiments at 1000"C. Symbols as in

tween the starting composition and the ortho-
pyroxene. The composition of the product or-
thopyroxene is taken to be Xr"o : 13, X*oo
= 4 from the position of probe points at the
extremity of the line of points; a more calcic
composition is not expected. Therefore, the in-
termediate compositions obtained by micro-
probe can be interpreted as the result of beam
overlap on intergrowths of the clinopyroxene and
the orthopyroxene. These interpretations of the
reaction paths are shown by arrows in Figure
3. The point of each arrow gives the composi-

A

ga\, m^--X iftDa
/  

" o  

o c

O X.5O,lf"30,'6

A x.5o,w"3o,l7

o

a o o d

;l-S
O X.6O,W'2O, '5

X'50, if.3O, t8
o xi6o,w'a5.t3
A I'6O,1V.25,.4

:-ffi:
O X.6O, W.2O, '5
A X.60,  W.25, '5
looo.

A A T""u'fu^

A X.60, lN"2Or t6

O X.6Or 11"20,.7

o \
b.c  ̂ ^

4 " "  /
! L /

A:  /
t[n9.^ o
:4qD \
a v \
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A
A :q"
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Flc. 2. Electron-microprobe analytical points of products of experiments at 1000'C (continued).

tion of the product and the direction in which
it is approaching equilibrium.

Figure lb shows the probe-derived analytical
data on the products of an experiment in which
a mechanical mixture of clinopyroxene and or-
thopyroxene were reacted. The trends of the
points indicate that the clinopyroxene lost cal-
cium and gained iron, whereas the orthopy-
roxene lost iron and gained calcium. The oc-
currence of probe compositions near that of the

clinopyroxene starting material indicates that
there is unreacted material, probably in the
cores of crystals. This zoning, indicated by the
points as X*oo 47 to 40, was poorly defined
by the XRD method, which gave Xw." : 43
on broad peaks. The composition of maximum
reaction, using the two methods, is estimated
to be X*oA - 42 + 2.

The trend of points of orthopyroxene in Fig-
ure 1b shows a reaction path from the original
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composition to a cluster of points at Xp"o = lJ,
Xwoo : 2; this is interpreted as zoning. There
are also three points with greater contents of
Ca that are interpreted as the result of overlap
of the probe beam on adjacent crystals of or-
thopyroxene and clinopyroxene. The interpreted
paths of reaction are shown in Figure 3.

In a number of attempted exsolution-experi-
ments, especially at l0O0'C (dry), the inter-
mediate single-phase clinopyroxenes either per-
sisted metastably or broke down into such fine-
grained intergrowths that they could barely be

THE CANADIAN MINERALOGIST

IOOO'c

Co Si Oa
36 (mol f , )

IOO Fe/Fe+ Mg(molr)

Ftc. 3. Experimental reactions of solid-solution exchange, and exsolution.
(a) 900'C. (b) 1000'C. Sol id l ines: reaction paths. Dashed l ines:
product tielines.

i\
i

...\

70

resolved, or not at all, by electron nricroprobe.
We include these experiments where the XRD
analysis shows that exsolution did, in fact, take
place.

The data for Xr" - 50 at 900'C (Figs. lm-
lo) show inconsistencies caused by metastabie
nucleation in exsolution and metastable persist-
ence. A single-phase clinopyroxene (Woao, $13,
Table 1) exsolved to augite plus pigeonite de-
spite the presence of orthopyroxene seeds. Like-
wise, Jf 14, a mechanical mixture of augite and
clinopyroxene (Woa) without orthopyroxene
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io CgSIO! -Phose boundory
- Tie line

(Both doshed where
esiimoted)

Flc. 4. Subsolidus diagrams of the pyroxene quadrilateral (a) at 900"C,
I kbar and (b) at 1000'C, ( I atm. Abbreviations as in Table l. The
three-pyroxene triangles are from Podpora & Lindsley (1979),
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seeds, produced augite plus pigeonite. By con-
trast, orthopyroxene in ft17 gained Ca and Mg
but did not convert to pigeonite. Podpora &
Lindsley (1979) have shown that the most Mg-
rich pigeonite stable at 900oC occurs at ap'
proximately Xu" - 60; accordingly, we interpret
the pigeonites in experiments 13 and 14 as me-
tastable, and show orthopyroxene as the stable
low-calcium phase at Xr. : 50 in Figure 4a.

For other experiments listed in Table 1, and
on the basis of probe data as shown in Figures
1 and 2, a similar interpretation leads to the
arrows shown in Figure 3; these arrows limit
the position of the solvi as indicated in Figure
4. It is clear from Figures 7, 2 and 3 that our
experimental brackets of the A(O) solvi yield
considerable uncertainty in Xo'ooto'. Some of this
scatter is doubtless due to analytical error, but

we suggest that much of it is due to a gentle
curvature of the Gibbs free-energy surface for
augite, so that variations of 1 to 3 mole Vo Wo
have but a minor effect on the free energy and
thus also on the driving force for further re-
action.

Presumably the failure of the cores of many
grains to reach equilibrium is controlled mainly
by the rate of diffusion of Ca, Mg and Fe.in
the solids; our experiments may carry much in-
formation on diffusion rates. The very small
size of most product crystals (4-10 pm) pre-
cludes the determination of diffusion profiles on
individual grains; the trends shown in Figures
I and 2 reflect analyses of many individual
grains. Since we did not do rate studies, our
iesults can only put upper limits on diffusion
rates.

( \ ' \
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The field of solid solution of augite (marked
A in Fig. 4) extends from the Di-Hd join to
the A(Z) solvus at lower contents of calcium.
This lower boundary at 9O0'C is the solvus
a-b-c-d (Fig. 4a), and ar 1000"C it is l-k-
l-m-n (Fig. 4b). ttre portion of the solvus
A(O) that has been experimentally determined
by the reaction arrows of Figure 3a is listed in
Table 2 and is shown by a stippled band in
Figure 4a to emphasize the experimental un-
certainty in Xw"A(o). An approximate equation of
the band in the region 8 ( Xr" < 60 is X*oo,o,
- 42.5 (-f 1.5) - 0.083 X-A'(o) (90O'C, 1 kbar).
This equalion can be extrapolated to X*oDr :
42.5 on the Di-En join, a composition that is
less calcic than has been determined for that
join [c1., X*oo' : 48.2: Boyd & Schairer (1964),
44.3 (extrapolated from high-pressure data):
Lindsley & Dixon (1976)). Thus the band
must curve in the region O < Xr"" ( 8. For
the Fe-free termination (point a, Fig. 4a), we

TAILE 2. IIMRPREIED COI.IPOSIIIOI6 OF COEXISTII{O PHASES,
AT{D CALCULATM TO(PEMTURES

exp. d.. rl" ,f" d" {" rf" r$"-tre* ' H B ' L r f ' r  
\ B

z ' o p x
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'1000 
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(1028) 0.437
(9771 0,349
( r091)  0 .402
( 1034) 0.318
( r073)  0 .418
0021)  0 .335
0053) 0.534
( r0r6)  0 .457

have used the value X*oot : 45.5 calculated
for 900'C, I kbar from the solution model of
Lindsley et al. (1981).

The O(A) solvus for 900"C, I kbar (line
e-f-i in Fig. 4a) may be curved as shown, al-
though the data permit a straight line. Point e
is calculated from the solution model of Lindsley
et al. (1981 ). The composition of orthopyroxene
coexisting with augite tO(A)l at 900'C can be
expressed as X*,ooto) - 2.3 (r- 0.5) + 0.03
Xnuo,o) for 8 ( Xr. < 60. Compositions on this
line, at the intenection of the best tielines (shown
in Fig. 4a), are given in Table 2.

The three-pyroxene triangle D-l-g is from
Podpora & Lindsley (1979, unpubl. data). This
triangle should have been most affected by
AlrOs, inasmuch as the Xr. : 60 starting mate-
rials used by Podpora & Lindsley (1979) prove
to be those containing approximately 1 wt. %
AlrOr, but new experiments on AlrOs-free start-
ing phases indicate no significant differences
within the combined experimental and analvtical
nncertainties. The solvus l-i was not determined.

The field of augite (A) extends to the bound-
ary Hd-Fs at 900'C (Fig. 4a). The composi-
tion of point d, the augite richest in iron, is
taken from Lindsley & Munoz (1969), as is
point w. Other phase relations for Xn" ) 60 in
Figr"rre 4a (points c, h, i, v) are inferred from
natural occurrences and from experiments at
other pressures and temperatures.

The phase diagram for 1000'C, I atm (Fig.
4b) is complicated by the existence of ferrobus-
tamite at compositions near CaFeSirOu. The
augite solvus (band i-k-l-m-n) reflects the
coexistence of augite with a variety of phases
and assemblages: j-k. A(O); k-1. A(P); I-+n,
A(F + S); rn-n, A(B). Points j and r (Fig.
4b) are calculated from the model of Lindsley
er al. (1981). Mixtures in the range 0 ( Xr" (
40 at 1000'C did not react sufficiently to per-
mit determination of the solvi j-k and r-.r,' these
are inferred and, hence, are shown with dashed
Iines. The three-pyroxene triangle fr-.r-/ was
obtained by interpolation from the results of
Podpora & Lindsley (unpubl. data): their three-
pyroxene fiangle falls at 1040 -1- l5oC for
Xn" = 40 and at 970 -f 15oC for Xr" = 50.

Point / in Figure 4b is A(P,F"S); it is placed
at Xr" - 56 :! 2, Wo - 36.5 -r 2 from the
data in Figure 3b. Point m. which is A(B,F,S),
is placed in Figure 4b at Xr, = 79 t: 3, Wo
= 4l t 3. The calcium content is that given
by XRD (Table l, Xr. -- 85, Wo = 35, fi2)
even though some greater contents are given by
probe determinations (Fig. 2k). The lower value
is also preferred by reference to Fluebner &
Turnock (198O, their Fig. 3f), who show that

lr23 0.206
1030 0. t42
1109 0.252
1027 0. t80
1062 0.271
993 0.201
1043 0.309
992. 0.236
l0 l2  0 .356
957 0.275
989 0.357

2 0.284
1054 0.334
1002 0.267



the similar point for I100'C occurs at Wo _
40. Point n is at &. : g3, Wo - 50, from
Figure 2i.

At 1000'C, the field of ferrobustamite (B)
occupies the area about Hd. The iron-rich limit
4 is from Lindsley & Munoz (1969). The solid-
solution series may extend to some small con-
tents of magnesium, shown schematicallv bv the
line c>-p, Point o is the composition of i"rro_
bustamite that grew in coeiistence with the
augite of composition n (data in Fig. 2i). Tlte
position of p [B(A,F,S)] was not Aetermined,
but it is estimated to have the same Fe/Mg
ratio as o and the same content of Wo as 17.
The position of a [P(A,F,S)] is determined from
the data in Figure 2e and 2f. as is y,. point w,
is inferred.

The lines v-w and v'-w' are the loci of com-
position points, taken from probe analyses, for
Mg:Fe:Ca of olivines. Labeling of the lines F
f S indicates the intersection of the tielines
olivine * silica with the pyroxene quadrilateral
plane in the system FeO-MgG{aO-SiOr.

DrscussroN

Our major purpose in determining the py-
roxene phase diagrams is to apply the results
to geothermometry, with the recognition that
"nonquadrilateral" components in natural py-
roxenes may affect their phase relations or
compositions. We compare our results first with
those of other studies of synthetic pyroxenes,
next, with Skaergaard and granulitic pyroxenes,
and then with some empirical geothermometers.

Lindsley et al. (1974) determined the com-
positions of coexisting augite and orthopyroxen€
at 810'C and 15 kbar using many of the same
starting materials employed in the present study.
By analogy with the Di-En join and with natural
occurrences, we would expect the two-pyroxene
fields (O + A; A * p) for any fixed Xr. to
widen with decreasing temperature or with in-
creasing pressure. However, the bands represent-
ing the A(O) and O(A) solvi at 900"C, I kbar
overlap with those for 8l0oC, 15 kbar although
there is permissive evidence to suggest that the
two-phase field is marginally wider for the latter.
The bulk-distribution coefficients Ko appear to
be slightly higher (av. = 0.785) for the 900'C
experiments than for those at 800.C (av. -
0.695: Table 2; Lindsley et al. 1974, Table 1)
in keeping with the temperature differences.

Our (O * A) field at l0O0'C, 1 atm is
considerably wider than that shown for 1000'C,
15 kbar by Mori (1978, Fig. 5), but the dis-
crepancy is not considered serious, because it
results from one unreversed exsolution-experi-
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ment by Mori (which, therefore, gives only a
tninimum width for that field).

Distribution coefficients (Ko) are listed in
Table 2 to show bulk Fe-Mg partitioning be-
tween augite and the other phases. The values
for augite--orthopyroxene at 900"C are higher
than those calculated by Kretz (1963) and by
Davidson (1968) for coexisting pairs from gran-
ulite-facies rocks, but the width of the two-py-
roxene fields for the latter is considerably
greater, in keeping with their lower temperatures
of formation. The scatter in our Kn values (0.73
to 0.8 I ) is interpreted as an indication of the
error in assigning values from the limits of the
reaction arrows in Figure 3.

Comparison of our experimental results with
the compositions of Skaergaard pyroxene is not
straightforward. All but the most magnesium-
rich Skaergaard augites coexist with pigeonite
rather than with orthopyroxene (Brown & Vin-
cent 1963). Nevertheless. we can view the
Skaergaard augite solvus (15 ( Xr"A ( 45) as
saturated with some low-Ca pyroxene. This
solvus crosses our 900 and 1000" solvi. with
the more magnesian (and therefore higher-tem-
perature) natural augites having higher Ca con-
tents and the less magnesian ones having /ower
Ca contents. That the Skaergaard pyroxenes
formed at higher temperatures than 90O-1000'C
is attested both by petrological arguments and
by the low Xn.P value for the earliest pigeonite:
a value Xr"P between 3'0 and 35 implies tem-
peratures in the range ll50-1130'C (Ross &
Huebner 1979). The apparently anomalous Ca
values of the magnesium-rich Skaergaard augites
probably reflect their content of AlsOr (up to
3.22 wt. Vo): correction for a CaAlSiAlOo com-
ponent would considerably decrease the effective
Wo content of these augites. Our synthetic
augites clearly must not be compared directly
with natural ones containing AlrO, in amounts
greater than approximately 2 wt. Vo.

We have used our experimental data to deter-
mine apparent equilibrium "temperatures" for
coexisting augite and orthopyroxene (Table 2)
using the two-pyroxene thermometers of Wood
& Banno (1973) and Wells (1977). The experi-
mental uncertainty in the Wo contents of our
augites introduces a variation of 3O-90'C in
the calculated temperatures, but some trends are
clear. Neither thermometer predicts the experi-
mental data well" and both are most in error for
the most Mg-rich pyroxenes, with apparent tem-
peratures for X." - l0 that are too high by
J87-258"C (Wood & Banno) and by 130-
223"C (Wells). The discrepancy diminishes with
increasing bulk Xn.: the Wood-Banno thermo-
meter gives temperatures that are too low (for
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the 900" experiments) at bulk Xru = 50-60,
whereas that of Wells always gives temperatures
that are too high. It seems that neither geother-
mometer is valid for pure Ca-Mg- Fe pyroxenes
at 9O0'C. Because both thermometers have been
widely used, it is worth considering possible
sources of the discrepancy. Both the Wood &
Banno (1973) and Wells (1977) thermometers
employ the temperature dependence of the re-
action.

Mg:Sirou (Cpx) : Mg,SLou (opx) (A)
with explicit corrections for the effect of Fe
and implicit ones for the effects of Al, Ti, erc.
A basic assumption of their models is that the
Opx and Cpx solutions on the Di-En join are
ideal. Effects of minor deviations from ideality
are considered to be incorporated within the
terms expressing the Gibbs free energy of re-
action (A), and to be negligible within the error
limits of the empirical calibration. Table 3 com-
pares the reaction constants as deduced by Wells
for reaction (A) with more recent models that
permit nonideality in the Opx and Cpx solutions.
The large differences (> 24 kJ) suggest that
effects of nonideality should be treated explicit-
ly.

The effect of pressure was also considered to
be negligible for the range 1 bar to 40 kbar
by Wells (1977, p. 131). The P[V term gives
ATp = 0.5 '/kbar (Wells 1980, pers. comm.).
There is also a small effect of WAV (Lindsley
et al. 1981) that would be enhanced by any
additional components that enhance the non-
ideality. These corrections would have only a
small effect on the calibration of the thermo-
mercr.

The correction term employed by Wells
(1977) for Fe content (Xo.op') appears, in his
Figure 3, to be dominated by results from two
sets of experiments, those of Ross et aI. (1973)
and of Smith (1972). Ross et al. (1973) expli'
citly stated that their compositions are semi'
quantitative; furthermore, they dealt with augite-
pigeonite relations, although Wells (pers. comm.
1980) ", .. used Saxena's (1976) approach to
obtain equilibrium augite-orthopyroxene compo-
sitions from the experiments of Ross et c/.
(1973)." The data of Smith (1972) pertain to

TABLE 3. TIIERI'iODYMI'IIC CONSTANTS FOR THE REACTION
rrrr,rortrr"t = tt

Reference Hff(kJ) sl(kJ/K) ct(eo0oc)/(kJ)

H o l l a n d  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 7 9 )  6 . 8  0 . 0 0 2 8  3 . 5 2
l i n d s l e y E l .  ( 1 9 8 1 )  3 . 6  0 . 0 0 1 9  l . 4 l *

P : 15 kbar, bulk composition X"" - 85. The
compositions of the A-O solvus pair at 875oC
(used by Wells 1977, Fig. 3) are poorly brack-
eted, and the composition of the closest clino-
pyroxene brackets is known, by X-ray determi-
nation, only to the extent of the Ca content.

The effect of variable contents of Al on the
thermometer equations of Wood & Banno
(1973\ and Wells (1977) is implicit in lnK;
Wells (1977, p. 133) pointed out that this is
empirically satisfactory with regard to his data
on Di-En. However, the deviation of our clino-
pyroxene compositions from the Skaergaard
trend (above) and the scatter in the low-iron
data points in Figure 3 of Wells (1977, p. 134)
suggest that it also needs an explicit correction.

Our results should be of use in the calibration
of a new empirical thermometer, as well as in
the development of rigorous thermodynamic
models for Ca-Mg-Fe Pyroxenes.
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